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Medita
ation with
w See
ed Thou
ught
Daily meditation
m
is a fundamentaal part of our practice as ddisciples if we truly wish tto make proggress on
the spiritual path. Althou
ugh there are many types of meditationn, what they aall have in coommon is the goal of
controlling the three lo
ower personaality vehicless in order too reach the uultimate goaal of stabiliziing our
awareness at the high
hest level off consciousn
ness possiblee. Being ablle to maintaain this heigghtened
consciousneess at will allows us to taap into resourrces that reveeal our true S
Self and help us become w
who we
really are, and
a it will eventually prov
vide unimpedeed, reliable c ontact with thhe Soul – ourr true Master on this
spiritual jou
urney.
The meeditation pracctice that we use in the Scchool for Esooteric Studies is meditationn with seed thhought.
This form is highly suiitable as a method
m
for deeveloping thee mental boddy and expannding our abbility to
communicaate in both th
he objective and
a subjectivee worlds. In tthis type of m
meditation wee use an aspirrational
passage fro
om our studies and focus th
he mind on itt as we attem
mpt to penetraate into the woorld of meaniing, the
“soul” of th
he seed though
ht. The beneffits of this typ
pe of meditatioon are twofolld.
First, we
w learn how to control thee mental body
y, which is ouur point of acccess to the S
Soul. By seleccting an
aspirationall seed though
ht and concenttrating on its words and innner meaning,, we put the m
mind on a vibrrational
level that iss more receptiive to Soul en
nergies. We are
a also givingg the mind soomething to foocus on, forciing it to
slow down
n. This focus makes it eaasier to filterr out extraneoous thoughtss and channeel the energyy of the
“monkey mind”
m
away frrom its contin
nuous, automaatic and minddless chatter aand toward a more elevatinng task.
In this way we strengtheen our ability to concentratte and to thinnk more clearlly and one-poointedly. As w
we gain
facility with this techniq
que, we discover the imp
portance of coonsciously chhoosing our tthoughts rathher than
allowing au
utomatic thou
ughtforms to control
c
us. Th
his practice oof consciouslyy choosing ouur thoughts w
will also
help us to consciously
c
ch
hoose and con
ntrol our emo
otions.
Second
d, as we take the
t seed thou
ught deep into
o our conscioousness and w
work with its implications, we are
training thee mind to loo
ok beyond the surface of things and ddiscover the w
world of meaaning. As the deeper
meanings of
o the seed th
hought begin to surface, th
hey have the power to graadually and ssubtly transfoorm our
habitual meental attitudess into a more positive statee of mind. Thhis leads to inccreased self-uunderstandingg, to the
ability to be in the preseent and detacched from ourr usual preoc cupations witth the past annd the future,, and to
ormation of our personallity by Soull qualities suuch as patieence, tolerance, acceptannce and
the transfo
compassion
n. We also learn how to bring down ab
bstract thoughhtforms into a concrete foorm, to expresss what
may seem to
t be inexpresssible, to creaate practical th
houghtforms aand manifest them on the pphysical planne.
The key
y to success in this type of
o meditation
n is to actively
ly engage the mental bodyy and not alloow it to
become passsive or lazy. In an active process we use
u the mind as a tool to aanalyze the seeed thought, llooking
for connecttions to deepeer meanings, utilizing anaalogies, and cconsidering prractical applications. It is also an
active engaagement with
h the Soul, in
n which we communicate
c
with the Sooul as activelyy as we wouuld in a
conversatio
on with a frien
nd.
As we seek deeper meanings beehind a particcular seed thoought, the m
mind will natuurally come uup with
many superrficial observations in the beginning, bu
ut we can’t leet the mind reest there. Thee mental bodyy needs
to grapple with
w deep tho
oughts in ord
der to develop
p strength andd flexibility; otherwise it w
will be conteent with
platitudes and
a fixed ideaas and will no
ot develop th
he ability to thhink things thhrough. Peopple who do noot think
things throu
ugh for themsselves are aptt to accept paassively the innformation thhat comes to them via theiir circle
of family an
nd friends and
d from the meedia.
To givee the mental body a good workout, thee suggestion iis to work w
with a seed thoought daily oover the
course of a few weeks (p
preferably in the morning when
w
our minnds are at theiir freshest andd not in the eevening,
which migh
ht disrupt our sleep cycle). During the first
f
few days of work withh the seed thoought, while iit is still
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fresh and new, we may find it easy to maintain an active dialog, but then the work begins as we attempt to
dig ever deeper. Every day we approach the seed thought anew, and we are a subtly different person from
one day to the next. Some days it will seem like we are trudging through a desert at night, but then on other
days we will discover a lighted oasis of new insights.
We may also observe that at times we approach the seed thought with the emotional body, rather than the
mental body. We “feel our way” into the seed thought and respond to its emotional appeal. This is a normal
experience when we are just beginning to learn how to meditate with a seed thought, and the emotional body
can certainly help to evoke thoughts from our mental body. Nevertheless, we must persist with the mental
approach, and this perseverance through the difficult times not only strengthens our mental muscles and our
will power, it can also be a test of our willingness to do what it takes to build our connection to the Soul. The
Soul won’t do the work for us. It will only meet us halfway. One suggestion for getting through the dry spells
is to simply hold the seed thought in the light of the Soul and wait for the Soul to release its wisdom.
As with any organic process, our daily meditation goes through various levels, and we develop a rhythm
similar to breathing in and breathing out. Thus there will be a stage in which we are actively creating
thoughtforms, and this will be followed by a stage in which we are actively receptive. This means that we are
alert and aware of our firm alignment with the Soul; we have reached a high point of conscious identification
with the meaning of the seed thought, and we are in a state of conscious and dynamic invocation.
In this stage – receptive meditation – we use the will to maintain our connection with Soul, and our
attitude is one of openness and willingness to receive whatever may come through. What comes through,
however, will not necessarily be in the form of clear words or ideas. It may be received in the form of a
subtle energy, and the effects of this energy may not become evident immediately. The insights may
percolate through later in the day or manifest in symbolic form in our dreams. We can picture the process of
invocation and evocation as though we were receiving a compressed transmission that may not be “readable”
until later when the brain has had a chance to process it and “unfold” the message.
True meditation is a conscious active interplay between the mental body and the Soul in which we lose
all sense of self and become the Soul, and we think and act as the Soul as we meet the challenges of daily
life.
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